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Abstract: Most biological phenomena occur at the nanometer scale, which is not accessible by the
conventional optical techniques because of the optical diffraction limitation. Tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS), one of the burgeoning probing techniques, not only can provide the topography
characterization with high resolution, but also can deliver the chemical or molecular information
of a sample beyond the optical diffraction limitation. Therefore, it has been widely used in various
structural analyses pertaining to materials science, tissue engineering, biological processes and so on.
Based on the different feedback mechanisms, TERS can be classified into three types: atomic force
microscopy based TERS system (AFM-TERS), scanning tunneling microscopy based TERS system
(STM-TERS) and shear force microscopy based TERS system (SFM-TERS). Among them, AFM-TERS
is the most widely adopted feedback system by live biosamples because it can work in liquid and
this allows the investigation of biological molecules under native conditions. In this review, we
mainly focus on the applications of AFM-TERS in three biological systems: nucleic acids, proteins
and pathogens. From the TERS characterization to the data analysis, this review demonstrates that
AFM-TERS has great potential applications to visually characterizing the biomolecular structure and
crucially detecting more nano-chemical information of biological systems.
Keywords: atomic force microscopy based TERS (AFM-TERS); optical diffraction limitation; proteins;
nucleic acids; pathogens

1. Introduction
Probing the component distribution and the corresponding location mapping of biological
macromolecules or biopolymers is one of the fascinating research fields because it is crucial to inquire
and understand the novel properties of vital materials in the living body, even in the remediation of
tissues and the therapy of many diseases [1–4]. For example, Nucleic acids, a category of biological
macromolecular compounds, can be synthesized through polymerizing nucleotides with different
stoichiometric coefficients and different arrangements. They play important roles in storing and
transmitting genetic information during numerous biological processes including replication and
synthesis of proteins, heredity and variation of life phenomena, and so on. Therefore, detecting
nucleotide sequences and mapping their corresponding locations are of great importance in life
science and biomedical technology. Nowadays, there are many methods including the Maxam-Gilbert
sequencing and Chain-termination techniques which have been developed to determine DNA
sequences and investigate the structure and function of nucleic acids [5–7]. Especially, the configuration,
rotation period, major groove and minor groove of DNA molecule were firstly probed at the atomic
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level by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 1989. It provided a visual and reliable demonstration
of the double-helix of DNA molecules [8]. However, detecting the molecular characterization and its
correlative structural information is still a challenge in the last decades.
Except for DNA and RNA, proteins are another kind of biological macromolecules which are
consisted of one or more long chains of amino acid residues. Each kind of protein molecule has
a unique three-dimensional structure and carries out diversified biological functions in the living
body. According to the difference of amino acid sequences, proteins can also be divided into several
categories such as Antibody, Enzyme, Messenger, Transport and Storage etc. [9]. Undoubtedly,
discovering simultaneously the tertiary structure and corresponding amino acid sequence of a protein
can provide important clues to how a protein performs its function [10,11]. Even more, these related
investigations will not only contribute to the understanding of vital biological processes, but also be
beneficial to the design of new ligands applied to the development of new drug molecules. However,
many traditional analysis techniques (scanning electron microscopy, scanning probe microscopy, X-ray
diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc.) usually can only provide the structural or chemical
information [12–15]. Therefore, a tool which can combine topography with chemical information will
accelerate the research of proteins.
Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), a newly-developed technique combining scanning
probe microscopy (SPM) with the Raman spectroscopy together, can provide chemical analysis and
structural topography of a sample with a high spatial resolution [16,17]. In TERS experiment, the
Raman signal of molecules over the sample surface is enhanced due to the coefficient of the surface
plasmonic resonance and the lighting-rod effect. When a probe scans over the sample surface at a
certain speed, the topography at a resolution better than 20 nm and the label-free Raman mapping can
be obtained simultaneously. Besides, atomic force microscopy based TERS (AFM-TERS) inherit two
advantages from AFM. Firstly, AFM can be operated in liquid conditions, which makes it possible to
study biological samples in native environments [18–20]. Secondly, AFM may be used in two different
operating modes, namely the contact mode and the tapping mode. When the fragile samples, such
as RNAs [21] and lipid bilayers [22], are investigated, the tapping mode can be chosen to avoid the
damage to the sample since the force between the tip and the sample is smaller in this mode. Due to
these reasons, AFM-TERS is gradually employed to investigate masses of biological samples, such as
nucleic acids [23], proteins [24,25], pathogens [26], lipids and cell membranes [27].
In this review, the working principle of the TERS setup will be presented and discussed. Then the
applications of AFM-TERS in nucleic acids, proteins and pathogens will be presented. All of these
results indicate that the simultaneous acquisition of the structural and chemical information at the
same scanning point of a sample through AFM-TERS technique can not only help to understand the
relationship between the structure, composition and function of a biomolecule, but also visually clarify
the variation mechanism of lives in different physiological or pathological conditions, thus giving an
important guidance to future pharmaceutical sciences.
2. Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) Experiment
TERS technique is a combination technique composed of SPM, an illumination source and Raman
spectroscopy. In TERS, the feedback system of SPM makes sure that the metal or metallized tip remains
very close to a sample. When an incident laser with a proper wavelength is focused onto the tip apex,
a strong localized electromagnetic field can be obtained between SPM tip and the sample surface.
Then the optical properties with a resolution surpassing the diffraction limit and the topographic
characteristics of the sample are detected simultaneously. The basic structure and working principle of
this technique will be described below.
2.1. Optical Geometries
According to the lighting direction, the optical geometries of TERS equipment can be divided
into three types: bottom illumination, top illumination and side illumination, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1a sketches the bottom illumination which is composed of an inverted objective and a scanning
system. This type is also called transmission mode. In this mode, the end of the TERS probe can be
illuminated and enhanced efficiently by an inverted oil immersion objective (N.A. = 1.4) [28–30]. Such
a TERS system was employed by Hayazawa et al. In the related experiments, an AFM-TERS system
with a silver-coated tip and an inverted oil immersion objective was used to collect TERS information
of the samples [31–33]. It is obvious that an opaque sample is unsuitable since the laser beam cannot
pass through the sample and illuminate the end of the tip. Therefore, this kind of TERS system was
used during the early development stages of TERS.
In order to avoid this drawback, side-illumination (Figure 1b) and top-illumination (Figure 1c)
were gradually developed [34–38]. In these two kinds of TERS setups, objectives located above the
sample and long working distance objectives (N.A. = 0.28–0.7) are required to focus laser onto the
sample surface. These two modes are simply named reflection mode, corresponding to the previous
transmission mode. In side-illumination, signal loss is always induced by the shadow of the tip since
there is an angle between the objective and the vertical tip. Laser with higher power is required
to compensate the lower collection efficiency. Top-illumination can offer a no-loss signal, but a top
visual cantilever (shown in Figure 1c) should be used in order to avoid the shadowing effect of the
cantilever. Presently, the flexible characterization of these two TERS modes makes them widely applied
in the study of CNTs [31,39,40], graphenes [41,42], biological macromolecules [38,43,44] and other
opaque samples [45,46]. Finally, the advantage and disadvantage of the different optical geometries
are summarized and listed in Table 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of commonly used illumination and detection geometries for Tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (TERS). (a) Bottom-illumination, (b) Side-illumination, (c) Top-illumination.
Table 1. The advantage and disadvantage of the different optical geometries.
Optical Geometries

Bottom-Illumination

Side-Illumination

Top-Illumination

Advantage
Disadvantage

Efficient enhancement
Only for transparent simple

Wide application
Signal loss

Wide application
top visual cantilevers should be used

2.2. Feedback Systems
According to the feedback mechanisms which keep the tip close to the sample surface, TERS
systems are generally divided into three types: AFM-TERS, STM-TERS and shear force microscopy
based TERS (SFM-TERS). They are schemed in Figure 2a–c, respectively.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of the different scanning probe microscopy (SPM) feedback systems
used in TERS. (a) atomic force microscopy (AFM) feedback system, (b) scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) feedback system, (c) shear force microscopy (SFM) feedback system.

2.2.1. Atomic Force Microscopy Based Tip Enhanced Raman Spectrum (AFM-TERS)
In AFM, the interaction between the tip and the sample is transduced into the motion of a small
spring-like cantilever because the tip is fixed to the end of cantilever. A quadruple photo-detector
records the motion via a semiconductor laser, which is reflected onto the detector from the back of an
AFM cantilever, as shown in Figure 2a. The tips used in AFM-TERS are usually the commercial silicon
or silicon nitride tips covered with metal layers. The range of the plasmon resonance can be controlled
through changing the different coating metal layer from gold (Au) or silver (Ag) to aluminum (Al). Au
possesses strong enhancement in the red spectral region. Ag shows stronger signal in the blue-green
spectral region and in the UV and deep UV spectral regions; Al shows promising enhancement,
which makes it possible to study the electronic resonance of different biological samples by TERS [47].
Furthermore, the thickness of the metal coating layer can also be controlled by experimental parameters,
so one can seek for the optimal combination condition of Raman enhancement and image resolution
by tuning the size of the tip [48]. In addition, the metallized tip can offer a strong hot spot by
artificially adding some special nanostructures on the probe apex. In this case the metal substrate is not
required, so the sample can be placed on a glass substrate and the tip apex can be illuminated in the
bottom-illumination mode. The major advantage of this geometry is that the short-working-distance
high-NA objective lens of AFM-TERS make the apex of the metal tip illuminated effectively [31–33].
Except for the superiorities of the probe, AFM-TERS can be operated in liquid conditions [18–20]. It is
of great significance to the development of life science, for it allows one to study biological samples
in native conditions. More and more results proved that AFM-TERS could keep biological samples
alive and continue their physiological activities during the measurements in liquid environment,
particularly in water. Given the versatile characterization, many home-made and commercial TERS
systems have adopted the AFM-based TERS setup [49]. This prompts AFM-TERS system to become a
powerful tool for characterizing various materials from single molecules [50,51], biological materials
to low dimensional nanomaterials [39,42].
2.2.2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Based Tip Enhanced Raman Spectrum (STM-TERS)
The surface height and density of states of the sample in STM are mapped by the tunneling current,
which is controlled by a voltage bias between probe and substrate (see Figure 2b). In the system, the
tips are made of solid metal, usually gold. In order to generate a tunneling current, conductive or
semi-conductive substrates must be used and the distance between the tip and the sample surface
should be less than 1 nm [45]. All these factors are beneficial to the enhancement of the optical signal.
STM-TERS has a higher spatial resolution which is related to the STM technique. It can operate under
high-vacuum and low-temperature measurements [52], which is in favor of better signal stability
of the sample. In addition, STM-TERS can also be manipulated in liquid. A few studies have been
carried out by electrochemical STM-TERS (EC-TERS) [53–56], where the STM probe was immersed in
some suitable solvent for the electrochemical measurement. In EC-TERS, a suitable liquid is primarily
required to maintain the tunneling current, and meanwhile a proper coating on the tip should be
satisfied to ensure that the Faradaic current doesn’t interfere with the tunneling current. However,
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in most cases the solvents used are not suitable for keeping the physiological activities of biological
samples. Therefore, no TERS image of biological samples in STM-based liquid TERS has been reported
so far. Besides, the opaque thick metallic substrates make it impossible to use the transmission mode
in STM-TERS.
2.2.3. Shear Force Microscopy Based Tip Enhanced Raman Spectrum (SFM-TERS)
SFM-TERS is the third kind of TERS technique in which a metal tip is mounted onto the prong
of a quartz tuning fork (see Figure 2c). All the properties of SFM-TERS system are similar to those
of AFM-TERS system, except that SFM system is controlled by a shear force during the scanning
process. Both the bottom-illumination mode and the side-illumination mode can be used in SFM-TERS.
Although SFM-TERS was developed relatively late and it was only employed by a few groups,
remarkable research results have been shown by the technique [57–59].
Hereto, the characteristics of the three different feedback systems are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Characteristics of the different feedback system.
Feedback System

AFM-TERS

STM-TERS

SFM-TERS

controller

Atomic force

tunneling current

Shear force

Tip material

silicon or silicon nitride tip
covered with metal

metal

metal

optical geometries

reflection mode and transmission
mode

reflection mode

reflection mode and
transmission mode

substrate

all kinds of substrates [39–46]

conductive or semi-conductive
substrates

all kinds of substrates

environment

Gas [39–46], liquid [49–51]

gas, liquid(special) [53–56],
high-vacuum,
low-temperature [52]

gas

2.3. Tip Preparation
The preparation of the TERS probes is a primary and vital step during the TERS experiments
since it influences directly on the spatial resolution, reproducibility, and enhancement of the chemical
signal originating from the sample surface. As discussed above, there are different kinds of tips
corresponding to the different feedback systems used in TERS technique. The metal tips used in
STM-TERS and SFM-TERS are usually prepared by the electrochemical etching methods [60,61]. As for
the probes of AFM-TERS, they can be obtained by covering the commercial probes of silicon or silicon
nitride with silver or gold layers [62–65]. Silver is known as an ideal material to generate high local
surface plasmons covering the entire visible light region [66,67]. However, a probe coated with silver
layer is difficult to keep activity in a long time since silver can be oxidized easily in atmosphere [68].
The probe coated with gold layer is chemically inert to oxidation, but it can generate high signal
enhancement only in the red region. In the following section, we will focus on the varieties of methods
to prepare the tips used in AFM-TERS measurements.
2.3.1. Chemical Vapor Deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a traditional method to produce metallized TERS probe.
By this method, many hemispherical metal islands are deposited on the surface of a probe [31,39,49].
The islands on the apex of the probe will offer an enhanced electromagnetic field during the TERS
measurement. However, the application of the TERS tip is restricted by its low yield and low
reproducibility caused by the random nucleation and the growth process of metal nanoparticles
around the tip-apex [69,70].
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2.3.2. Mirror Reaction
Mirror reaction is a facile method of depositing smoothly packed particles on silica or other
substrates like silicon nitride. In the mirror reaction, silver spheres with controllable size can be
tightly arranged on the silicon or silicon nitride probe just by changing the concentration of the silver
nitrate solution [71,72]. Therefore, the metallized probe can be easily prepared by the mirror reaction.
However, some contaminations might be produced in this chemical reaction and they can degrade the
enhancement efficiency of the tip.
In addition, there are other methods including ion beam lithography [73,74],
vapor-liquid-solid [75,76], tip on tip [77], template-stripping [78] and so on. However, all of
the methods reviewed here bear their own challenges and have some room for improvement.
In contrast to the metal tips used in STM-TERS or SFM-TERS, AFM probes coated with metal
layers suffer from low resolution and limited active time because the metal cover may increase the apex
size of the probe and wear off during the measurements. Metal nanowire attached to a tip is another
alternative in AFM-TERS [79]. It has been demonstrated that such massive TERS active metal probes
can improve spatial resolution, give a higher light coupling efficiency and prolong the propagation
length of the surface plasmons.
2.4. Gap Mode
If a metallized probe is brought very close to a substrate with gold layer, there will arise a
stronger enhancement signal owning to the sandwich-type assay called “gap mode”. The signal
strength is mainly attributed to the particle dimension, the gap dimension and the polarization of the
irradiating field [80]. A few experiments were carried out to investigate C60 molecules in different
diluted solutions at the nanomolar scale. The results indicated that the gap mode spectrum had higher
signal intensity than SERS spectrum [81]. This conclusion is the same with the calculation results of
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), which is a numerical analysis technique used for modeling
computational electrodynamics. Since it is a time-domain method, FDTD solution can cover a wide
frequency range with a single simulation run, and treat nonlinear material properties in a natural way.
Figure 3 shows the FDTD results of the electromagnetic field between 70 nm gold nanoparticles and
different substrates. Distance between the particle and corresponding substrate is adjusted to 1 nm.
The substrate in Figure 3a is silicon and that in Figure 3b is gold. The enhanced area in Figure 3a is
about 70 nm (similar to the diameter of the particle) and the enhanced area in Figure 3b is about 10 nm
with a stronger electromagnetic field (typical gap mode). This proves that gap mode can make signal
intensities and resolution improved at the same time for it can confine stronger light within a region
that is much smaller than the diameter of the tip.

Figure 3. Electromagnetic field between 70 nm gold nanoparticles and different substrates; (a) silicon,
(b) Au.
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3. Applications of AFM-TERS in Biology
How to demonstrate the relationship between the structure, function and chemical information of
biological molecules in natural environments has always been one of the big challenges in life science.
AFM-TERS can provide both the structure and chemical information of a sample at the nanoscale
simultaneously in various experimental conditions, which causes AFM-TERS to be widely used in
biological samples such as nucleic acids, proteins, pathogens, lipids and cell membranes, etc.
3.1. Nucleic Acids
TERS technique has been widely applied to characterize nucleic acid bases due to its characteristic
of small sample amount, high sensitivity and direct-sequencing [19,82–84]. Five nucleic acid bases
including adenine (A), cytosine(C), thymine (T), guanine (G), and uracil (U) were involved in such
analysis. The earlier TERS investigations were focused on the nucleic acid nanocrystals [85–88]. For
example, Regina Treffer et al. demonstrated the reproducibility of AFM-TERS by investigating the
single-stranded adenine and uracil homopolymers on the different kinds of substrates. Later, the same
equipment was used to study single-stranded calf thymus DNA with arbitrary sequence [89]. The result
proved that it was possible to distinguish different nucleobases clearly. The combination of sensitivity
and reproducibility shows that TERS can meet the crucial demands for a sequencing procedure.
Subsequently, a series of successful TERS investigations of single-stranded RNA, single-stranded DNA
and double-stranded DNA have come forth.
E. Bailo and V. Deckert presented a TERS experiment for sequencing a single-stranded RNA of
cytosine(poly(C)) in nanomolecular quantities [44]. With an Ag-covered AFM tip, the topography
of a single-strand RNA was imaged (Figure 4a) and then eight Raman spectra (including seven
from different positions along the RNA chain and one from the reference) were measured by TERS
(Figure 4b). According to the article, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the TERS spectrum was obtained
by dividing the intensity of the most intense Raman band by two-times the standard deviation of the
noise level measured in a signal-free section of the spectrum. The SNR here was about 200. Every
TERS spectrum exhibited 30–60 bases beneath the tip (about 20 nm) and each base contributed a
SNR about 3–7 to the spectrum. This indicated that the visualized image with high contrast for the
direct-sequencing of nucleic acid became feasible.
Najjar et al. presented another TERS experiment to investigate combed double-stranded DNA
bundles [90]. With a tip covered by a Ag/Au bilayer, all of the DNA nucleobases and those backbones
containing phosphodiester and sugar groups could be identified by the Raman signal of TERS. This
indicated that DNA hybridization could be detected via the TERS technique.
Lipiec et al. characterized the molecular structure of double strand breaks (DSBs) by the TERS
technique [23]. The controlled and irradiated samples were firstly imaged by the AFM technique,
which showed that the plasmids went into a relaxed state or a linear shape instead of their supercoiled
quaternary structure following ultraviolet C (UVC) exposure. Then, potential cleavage sites were
found according to the TERS spectra. Comparing these images, it could be concluded that the DSBs
mainly resulted from the 30 - and 50 -bonds of deoxyribose upon UVC-exposure and the 30 -bond was
the most likely type of DSBs since it accounted for more than half of the breaks detected.
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Figure 4. TERS experiment along an RNA strand. (a) Topography image (same as in Figure 2a) showing
seven adjacent spots corresponding to the positions of the TERS experiments and one additional spot
for the reference measurement (position 8); (b) The Ramans pectra of positions in (a). Reprinted with
permission from ref. [44]. Copyright 2008, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim, Germany.

The examples above show that AFM-TERS has succeeded in distinguishing the respective
nucleobases, detecting DNA hybridization and characterizing the molecular structure of DSBs.
AFM-TERS permits chemical identification at a scale of 10 nm (which is smaller than the size of
the tip apex radius). It means there are 30–60 bases responsible for the Raman signal in every spectrum.
The resolution is not enough to unambiguously distinguish a single base. It’s well known that the
resolution of AFM increases with the decrease in the size of the scanning tip apex. However, for
AFM-TERS, decreasing the size of apex means a thinner metal layer on AFM tip. As a result, the tip
might lose its TERS activity. In order to increase the resolution of AFM-TERS, metal nanowire attached
to a tip is another alternative in AFM-TERS. However, the related work has not been published yet.
Recently, Rui Zhang et al. reported the outstanding capability of STM-TERS to distinguish individual
DNA bases (adenine and thymine) with a super-high spatial resolution of ~0.9 nm [57]. This work
opened a new way to achieve single-molecule DNA sequencing on surfaces by TERS technique. It
should be noted that the experiments were carried out under the condition of low temperature and
high vacuum. Obviously STM-TERS has a higher resolution than AFM-TERS not only because of
the massive metal probes, but because of the extreme conditions. However, it is impossible for the
biological samples to keep alive under such extreme conditions.
3.2. Proteins
Proteins are the executors of physiological functions and the direct embodiments of life
phenomena. The study of the protein structure and function will visually clarify the variation
mechanisms of lives in different physiological or pathological conditions.
The heme protein cytochrome c (Cc), consisting of heme, covalently bound to the protein through
thioether links and a Fe-amino coordination, is one of the proteins which was investigated by TERS in the
early stage. In this specific experiment, Raman properties of Cc were detected by AFM-TERS and SERS at
the same time [91]. The result showed that with an Ag coated AFM-tip, TERS spectra could present the
Raman signal of both the heme and amino acids Cc. However, the information of amino acids could not
be observed in SERS. This proved that with superior spatial resolution and stronger enhancements, TERS
could give more structural information about large biomolecules compared with SERS.
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Additionally, a series of contrast experiments about bovine serum albumin (BSA), phenylalanine
and tyrosine were carried out. In the experiments, Raman signals originating from conventional
Raman, SERS and TERS at the same excitation wavelength were compared [92]. It was found that the
relative spectral intensities of the Raman peaks were usually different, but the positions of them were
unchanged in all these three methods. These research results demonstrated that TERS characterization
could not only yield spectroscopic fingerprints similar to conventional Raman and SERS, but provide
a higher spatial resolution at nanometer scale. The information of TERS would provide more useful
guidelines for understanding the structures and functions of biological molecules.
With these incomparable advantages, more and more complex protein structures were analyzed by
TERS technique. For example, amyloid fibrils, caused by protein aggregation inside the human body,
have been acknowledged to be responsible for many neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
disease, Huntington’s disease and prion diseases. In the early years, it could not be fully understood
what caused the amyloid-like protein aggregations. Recent researches on topography and chemical
characterization detected by TERS offered much useful information [93–96]. One of the typical TERS
experiments related with amyloid fibers is about insulin protofilaments, fibril polymorphs and their
topographies. In the experiment, the surfaces of two insulin fibril polymorphs with flat and twisted
morphologies were investigated. TERS spectra showed that (see Figure 5) [25] both twisted fibrils and flat
fibrils had different types of amino acid residues on their surfaces. Cys was potentially involved in the
form of the twisted fibrils, but it was most likely nothing to do with the propagation of the flat fibrils. These
results demonstrated that there were different formation mechanisms for twisted fibrils and flat fibrils.

Figure 5. Selected TERS spectra acquired from the surfaces of insulin fibril polymorphs and their
protofilaments. TERS spectra collected from the surfaces of twisted are shown in a–c and d–f are the
Raman signals of flat fibrils, g–i are the TERS spectra collected from the surfaces of their protofilaments.
Specific amino acid vibrational modes are marked with gray lines. Amide I bands are marked with
dashed lines, showing the borders between protein secondary structures. NH2/NH3 (1144 cm−1 ) and
COOH/COO—(1687–1700 cm−1 ) vibrational modes are also indicated. Reprinted with permission
from ref. [25]. Copyright 2014, the Biophysical Society.
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These above results present the plausible use of TERS technique to characterize surface amino
acid components and protein secondary structures, which are helpful to understand the mechanisms
of fibril growth and propagation. Therefore, TERS characterization can be widely used to define the
keys to preventing or slowing down the progression of various neurodegenerative diseases.
3.3. Pathogens
Successfully detecting the structure, dynamics and function of pathogens is crucial for public
health since these works can provide some guidelines on the prevention, diagnosis and therapy of
the diseases.
The first kind of pathogens detected by AFM-TERS was Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus
epidermis [43]. With the AFM-TERS technique, the topography of a single epidermis cell and
AFM-TERS spectra detected at the different positions of the bacterial surface were investigated.
The results indicated that most of Raman bands were originated from peptides and polysaccharides,
which are well known as the bacterial surface components [97]. This demonstrated that TERS can be
used to investigate the more complex biological systems such as bacteria.
Another previous AFM-TERS research of pathogens was tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) which
appeared as a rod-like capsid made by one structural protein and one single RNA molecule. In this
work, the rod-like structure of a single TMV particle was characterized and four TERS spectra at
different positions were obtained through approaching the TERS tip onto the sample surface [98]. The
results indicated that there were some slight differences in the four Raman bands corresponding to the
coat protein and RNA of the single TMV. These differences were attributed to the different orientations
of the molecules, and might also be caused by moving the TERS probe near to the surface of the sample
from one point to another.
In recent years, Bacillus subtilis spores were also investigated by combining TERS with principal
components analysis (PCA) [99]. In this work, the TERS mapping of the spore was analyzed,
which provided some important information about the component distribution of the spore ridges
(see Figure 6). These results showed the first and crucial step toward the correlative surface-chemistry
characterization of spores via nanoscale spectroscopy. The authors further demonstrated that TERS
mapping can be connected to AFM-phase images by the combination of PCA and TERS, which could
allow one to visually discriminate the relevant chemical distribution of complex biological systems.
With the characteristics of high sensitivity and superior spatial resolution, the application of
AFM-TERS in biology has been increasing rapidly. Table 3 exhibits the structures and detection range
of the three biomolecules characterized by AFM-TERS techniques. These results demonstrate that the
TERS technique moves further into the direct detection of biomolecules at the nanolevel. However, it is
also obvious that the more complex biological molecular structure, the less information can be detected
in TERS test. Undoubtedly, this indicates that there is much room for improvement in applying
AFM-TERS in biology.
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Figure 6. (a) AFM phase map of a whole spore acquired in tapping mode (scale bar = 500 nm, step-size
= 20 nm): bright (dark) zones correspond to a positive (negative) phase-lag, namely to regions of higher
(lower) stiffness; (b) Near-field (normalized) TERS spectra acquired in four selected positions over
the spore coat, corresponding to the cross-marks in (a): in order to emphasize the relevant Raman
features, background signal is identified by a fourth-order polynomial fitting routine and consequently
subtracted; reprinted with permission from reference [99]; Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
Table 3. The structure of the nucleic acid, protein and pathogen and their border of AFM-TERS had
been detected by TERS techniques.
Biomolecule

Nucleic Acid

Protein

Pathogen

Structure

A single- or double-stranded
structure consisted of five
nucleotides

Three-dimensional structure
consisted of one or more long
chains of amino acid residues

RNAs and
Proteins

AFM-TERS test

direct-sequencing; DNA
hybridization; DNA double strand
breaks [19,44,82–89]

Conformal changes and amino
acid distributions [25,90–96]

Peptides and
polysaccharides
[43,98,99]

4. Conclusions
One of the ultimate targets in the study of life science is to seek for the relationship between
the structure, function and dynamics of biomolecules in the natural environment. This needs setups
which can provide the structural information and corresponding chemical information of samples
with a higher resolution. In this view, we have presented AFM-TERS as a technique, which can
provide topography and corresponding optical information at a nanoscale resolution at the same time.
The outstanding performance makes it an important approach for the study of biochemical species
such as nucleic acids, proteins, bacteria, viruses and so on. With a metallized probe, a Raman image
with a spatial resolution in the 10 nm range can be obtained by AFM-TERS, it opens a new way in
DNA direct-sequencing. Beyond that, it can be used to provide the structural images and label-free
chemical information of proteins and pathogens. Those relevant works proved that AFM-TERS could
be used to investigate the more complex biological systems and their results could offer beneficial
guidelines for biomedical research. For example, AFM-TERS with a sub-10 nm resolution can detect
the diseases related to the mutations of DNA [23,44,90]. AFM-TERS can also be used to characterize
amyloid fibrils, which can be helpful to seek for the reasons of various neurodegenerative diseases [25].
Furthermore, biomarkers are biochemical indexes which can be used to measure and evaluate the
specific features in biological processes, pathogenic processes, and management processes [100–102].
Detecting diagnostic markers can help to the identification, diagnosis, remedy and prevention of
diseases because it can mark the changes in the structures and functions of organs, tissues, and cells.
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The markers include various molecules from inorganic salts to biomolecules (such as DNA, RNA,
amino acid, protein etc.), which can be characterized by AFM-TERS. AFM-TERS may become a new
analysis method for biomarkers in the near future. All above examples prove that AFM-TERS has the
potential to pre-diagnose some clinical diseases and shed light on the pathogenesis of diseases at the
molecular level.
In recent years, significant progress has been made in the study of biological materials by
AFM-TERS. However, further optimization of the TERS technique is necessary in order to make
it suitable for a wide range. For example, studying biomolecules in liquid is crucial since their
physiological activities can be kept and detected only in native environments. However, AFM-TERS
in liquid just emerges and is in the urgent need of being improved. On the other hand, AFM-TERS
tips with a more pronounced performance enhancement should be made in order to avoid biological
samples damaged by the high powerful laser. In addition, this system is expected to be developed in
the characterization of more soft biological samples.
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